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ABSTRACT:
Education is the key factor for women empowerment, prosperity, development and welfare. Discrimination of women from womb to tomb is well known. There is continued inequality and vulnerability of women in all sectors- Economic, Education, Social, Political, Health Care, Nutrition, Right and Legal etc. women oppressed in all spheres of life, they need to be empowered in all walk of life. In order to fight against the socially constructed gender biases, women have to swim against the system that requires more strength. Such strength comes from the process of empowerment and empowerment will come from the education. And rural development will come from women empowerment. This study an impact of education in women empowerment aims to find out the effect of Indian Women Education during Vedic Period, Budhistic Period, Muslim Period, Indian Women Impact of Education during British Period, and Indian Women Impact of Education during Modern Period. This study tries to find out the status of Pointers for Reform in Women Education, Status of Women in India. This study also highlights that Lists of the "Crude Literacy Rate" in India from 1901 to 2011. Girls Education in India: Achievements since Independence Declining Dropout Rates and Out Of School Girls etc. Moreover they are, Empowerment of Women.
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